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Paul Sir iniured 
in auto misha 
By Jeff Fosse 
WINONAN Staff Writer 
Paul Sir, offensive leader and 
captain of the Winona State 
University basketball team, had his 
season come to an abrupt end in the 
form of an alleged drunken driver 
the day before Christmas. 
Sir was driving to his home near 
Cresco, Iowa, when a car driven by 
Ken Lagreck, also of Cresco, 
crossed over the center line on a 
curved portion of the highway and 
struck Sir's car nearly head-on 
about 12:30 a.m., December 24. 
After the impact Langreck's car 
slid over 700 feet off of the 
pavement and into a field where the 
car exploded and burned. Fortun-
ately for Langreck, his brother who 
was following in another car, pulled 
him out before the car burst into 
flames. 
Langreck has been charged with 
operating a motor vehicle while _ 
intoxicated and crossing the center 
line. 
which could have left him partially 
or fully blind in that eye. Luckily, 
the eye surgery was successful and 
Sir may have near normal vision in 
time. 
He also suffered a fracture of his 
left hip, a broken left arm, and some 
fractured ribs, which his doctors 
believe may have caused internal 
bleeding. 
The internal bleeding was dis-
covered early last week. The blood 
was pressing down on his left lung, 
so a tube to drain off the blood was 
inserted. Thankfully, according to 
Sir's girl friend, Linda Kolben, this 
particular problem is clearing up. 
As soon as his doctors remove the 
tube he can begin therapy for his 
other injuries, and for prevention of 
blood clots in his legs caused by 
inactivity. 
In Sir's three years plus, of 
varsity basketball he has achieved 
what most other people only dream 
about; some of his achievements 
are: 
the Northern Intercollegiate Con-
ference All-Conference team. 
• He was voted captain of this 
year's team by his teammates. 
• He was the leader of this year's 
team averaging 22.5 points and 8.6 
rebounds per game. 
• In his freshman and junior 
years he was voted "Mr. Warrior" 
by his teammates. The "Mr. 
Warrior" award is given to the most 
outstanding person on and off the 
basketball court. 
Sir's basketball coach, Ben Hix 
said it best, "Of course we will miss 
Paul Sir the basketball player, but 
the whole school will miss Paul Sir." 
Whether Sir can play for the 
Warriors next year is still up in the 
air. And it will not be decided for 
some time yet — that will be up the 
Northern Intercollegiate Confer-
ence Board of Control. 
Yet even if Sir can't play next 
year, the most important fact is that 
he is alive and will heal. 
4fr 
Paul Sir launches another of his famous jump shots 
in one of his last college basketball games. [Phot by 
Kay Burnett] 
New law retires three 
WSU professors 
New year, 
new Prez 
After the accident Sir was taken 
to Cresco's local hospital, but due to 
the seriousness of his injuries he 
was transferred to St. Mary's 
Hospital in Rochester. From there 
he was transferred to Rochester 
Methodist Hospital for extremely 
delicate eye surgery. 
Sir's worst injury was from glass 
lodged in his left eye which caused a 
half-inch cut on the cornea. A cut 
At the first Student Senate 
meeting of 1976, Deb Peters was 
inaugurated as the new Senate 
president. Ms. Peters took office 
after Bill Marx resigned from the 
presidency on December 17 of last 
year. 
She has been active in the 
Student Senate in her career at 
WSU and previously served as a 
freshman senator and in the 
positions of treasurer and vice-pres-
ident. Ms. Peters is the first woman 
• In 81 games he has scored 1,132 
points, 10th best on WSU's all time 
scoring list. 
• Sir has set a school record in 
shooting ,accuracy hitting on 52.3 
per cent of his shots from the field. 
• In his junior year (74-75 
season), Sir averaged 20.2 points 
per game on a championship team 
and was named to the first string of 
to head the Student Senate since 
1945. 
Ms. Peters is a senior at WSU, 
majoring in Elementary education 
and is also working towards a 
coaching certificate. Although she 
will be graduating at the end of 
Spring quarter, she hopes to give 
full attention to student needs with 
the aid of her fellow Senate 
members. 
Deb feels that the students of" 
WSU should take more time to 
acquaint themselves with the Stu-
dent Senate and that they should 
voice their opinions on campus 
matters by speaking with their 
Senate representatives. 
"Change lies in the hands of the 
students," said Ms. Peters," we 
need unified cooperation between 
the Student Senate and the stu-
dents in order to bring about 
reform." 
In the 1975 session of the 
Minnesota State Legislature a new 
law was passed changing the age of 
mandatory retirement from 68 to 
65. This law unexpectedly changed 
the plans of three of the professors 
on our campus, Dr. Barsky, Dr. 
Boddy, and Dr. Rogge. Student 
concern has been growing because it 
has not been made clear whether or 
not these teachers will all be 
replaced. Even if they are, there is 
no assurance that the new replace-
ments will be able to provide the 
campus with the same caliber of 
instruction that Drs. Barsky, Bod-
dy, and Rogge have developed over 
their many years of service to WSU. 
The Mandatory Retirement Law 
requires the following: 
1. All active Teacher's Retire-
ment Association (TRA) mem-
bers who will be age 65 or older 
on August 31, 1976 must 
terminate TRA-covered em-
ployment by August 31, 1976. 
2. All active TRA members who 
will not be age 65 or older by 
August 31, 1976 must termin-
ate TRA-covered employment 
by the end of the academic year 
in which they reach age 65 (the 
act defines the end of an 
academic year as August 31). 
The instructors affected feel that 
the law is too sudden, does not give 
them enough notice, and discrimin-
ates against a minority group (those 
over 65). They are particularly 
upset because they had no say in the 
decision whatsoever, even though 
they are the ones involved. Con-
tracts that the professors were 
hired under stated that they would 
retire when they turned 68, 
therefore they feel they have 
grounds for a lawsuit. They have 
hired a firm from Duluth (Freedmon 
and Freedmon) to ask a judge to 
rule that the legislature's decision 
violates their contracts and consti-
tutional rights. Eleven people in the 
state university system are directly 
involved in the lawsuit. Papers have 
already been filed. If the case 
appears before one judge, it would 
be Judge Miles Lord, but the firm 
has put in a request for a 
three-judge panel. 
Part of the controversy is related 
to economics. The professors are 
concerned because they were sud-
denly given less than a year to  
prepare for retirement. They feel 
that the reason the law was passed 
was partially to save money for the 
state. Those instructors losing their 
jobs usually have the most experi-
ence and are making the most 
money. But if Social Security will be 
paid to the retired teachers and 
salaries paid to the new substitutes, 
it is questionable as to whether the 
state will really come out ahead. Dr. 
Boddy compared the situation to 
New York City's problem — an 
increased number of people or .  
Social Security living off a smaller 
number of working people. Refusing 
the teachers their jobs will mean 
denying them the chance to 
contribute to the economy. 
This whole issue boils down to the 
matter of whether or not compe-
tence is necessarily diminished 
because of age. What is a good 
teacher? When can a student say 
that he has gotten a high-quality 
education? These are vague terms. 
Until teaching competence is more 
tightly defined and the professors 
can be held more accurately 
accountable for their teaching 
methods, it is imperative that we 
question the wisdom of losing 
professors with so many years of 
experience. 
Interviews on campus 
Jan. 19 [Mon.] AIR TRAFFIC 
CONTROL will give a presentation 
on working for Air Traffic Control 
at 2:00 p.m., Room 156 Gildemeister 
Hall. Open to anyone — needn't be 
registered with Placement Bureau 
to attend this meeting. Applications 
and information will be handed out. 
, Jan. 22 [Thurs.] FEDERATED 
INSURANCE will be interviewing 
for sales mgmnt. trainee positions. 
Sign up in placement bureau. 
Jan. 26 [Mon.] Greg Hagen from 
Lake Center Co. will give a 
presentation in Room 156 Gilde-
meister at 2:00 p.m. — open to 
anyone interested in hearing about 
Lake Center. 
Jan. 27 [Tues.] WILSONS will , be 
interviewing for sales mgmnt. 
trainees. Sign up in placement 
bureau. 
Jan. 27, 28 [Tues., Wed.] U.S. 
MARINES OFFICER SELECTION 
CORPS will be in corridor in 
Gildemeister Hall. 
Jan. 29 [Thurs.] INTERNAL 
REVENUE SERVICE will be 
interviewing for following: Internal 
Revenue Agent, Revenue Officer, 
Tax Auditor and Special Agents. 
Sign up in placement office. 
Feb. 2 [Mon.] Perrin Love, 
Personnel Officer from WARNER 
SWASEY CO. will give a presenta-
tion on "What He Looks for When 
He Interviews an Applicant" at 2:00 
p.m. in Room 156 Gildemeister Hall. 
Open to all seniors and anyone else 
that is interested. 
Feb. 4 [Wed.] BOY SCOUTS OF 
AMERICA interviewing for Council 
Rep. for S.E. Area Council. 
Feb. 4 [Wed.] FEDERAL CIVIL 
SERVICE area representative will 
be available to anyone interested in 
finding out about certain positions 
with Federal Civil Service. Sign up 
in placement bureau for interviews. 
Open to anyone graduating this 
year. 
Feb. 10 [Tues.] STATE OF MN 
CIVIL SERVICE will hold group 
sessions on jobs with Civil Service. 
Sign up in placement bureau. Open 
to any student wishing to learn 
about State Civil Service positions. 
Sessions set up at: 10:00, 11:00 a.m., 
1:00  and 2:00 p.m. in Room 155 
Gildemeister. 
Check at placement bureau if you 
are interested in any of the above 
interviews coming up this next 
month. All seniors who haven't set 
up a file with the Placement Bureau 
are encouraged to stop in and pick 
up the forms — no charge for setting 
up a file only if you plan to use our 
services. Your file will be kept on 
file forever once you set up the file. 
1. Student Advising period coming up 
January 29-February 13. 
2. Check your social security number that 
appeared on your Fall Quarter grade report. If 
not accurate, report to Registrar's Office. 
3. Time to apply for graduation for Winter 
Quarter. 
Student TV turn on 
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Apply for 
financial 
aid 
Applications for Federal, State 
and Institutional Financial Aid 
Programs for 1976-77 are now 
available in the Student Financial 
Aid Office, Room 208 Somsen Hall. 
Wednesday, January 14, 1976 
REGIE'S REMINDER 
 	For students applying for a 
renewal of their Minnesota State 
Grant or Scholarship, the Family 
Financial Statement must be post-
marked by February 1, 1976, to be 
eligible for the 1976-77 academic 
year. 
STUDENTS: Some of the Year-
book Staffers tell me many of you 
are NOT gonna buy this year's 
WENONAH because we will not be 
including all of last year's book. As 
the 1975-76 WENONAH Editor, "let 
me say this about that": Much of 
last year's book would not be 
current. EX: Last year's dorm 
pictures would not be 1975-76 
material since those living on 4th 
Lucas (for example) last year, are 
not necessarily living on 4th Lucas 
this year. I trust you can under-
stand why we would not print last 
year's dorm pictures...some of the 
other pictures taken last year would 
fall into this same category. 
However, in two weeks, I will make 
you aware of the pictures we will be 
able to use from last year's book. 
Meanwhile...you may still buy a 
1975-76 WENONAH for $5. After 
January 31st, the price will be 
$5.75...so we encourage you to buy 
your book this month! Faculty and 
Administration are sure welcome to 
buy one, too....Charles Zane and 
Fred Baldwin are buying TWO-a- 
Square 
dance 
The WSU Baha'i Club, the 
Student Senate and the Greek 
Council are sponsoring a benefit 
square dance for KQAL. The 
admission is 75t per person and 
$1.25 per couple. A 251E discount will 
be given to all those wearing 
Winterfest buttons (5036 per person, 
75 for a couple with two buttons). 
Foreign students will be admitted 
free of charge with an I.D. The radio 
station needs all the record albums 
they can get. So if you have any 
albums you don't want that are in 
good shape, bring them to the 
dance. There will be a benefit box 
for the albums that you wish to 
donate. So don your jeans and your 
calico dresses and come for a good 
time at the square dance!  
piece — WOW! What examples!! 
THANX, GUYS! 
OH — one more thing...for only 
those living out-of-town or just 
off-campus in Winona, you may save 
your feet and buy your 1975-76 
WENONAH through the Campus 
Mail (ANY OFFICE HAS CAMPUS 
ENVELOPES)...by check only, 
please (WE CANNOT BE HELD 
RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST 
CASH). Make your check out to 
WENONAH, and mail it to: 
WENONAH Editor, Box 9, Kryzsko 
Commons, WSU. I will send your 
receipts by return mail TO YOUR 
MAILING ADDRESS. 
Also, we are still in need of a 
Business Manager. Please consider 
your qualifications and apply in 
person to the Information Services 
Office (in Somsen right across the 
hall from the President's Office). 
Deadline to apply is Friday, 
January 16, 1976. Thanx. 
By Jane Schoewe, 
WENONAH Editor 
SS 
openings 
Interested in what's happening 
around campus? Why not get 
involved in Student Senate? Cur-
rently there are openings for Vice 
President, Junior Senator and 
Freshman Senator. If interested, 
apply at the Student Senate office in 
the SMOG or call 457-2185 before 
4:00 Wednesday, January 21. 
Book 
swiped 
Students please check your 
books. The library is missing the 
A-D reserve list notebook. Please 
return it — there's no duplicate. 
Students applying for assistance 
other than the State Grant or 
Scholarship Programs should sub-
mit their Family Financial State-
ment as soon as possible but not 
later than March 15, 1976, for 
priority consideration. 
Basic Opportunity Grant Applica-
tions should be available in the 
Financial Aid Office by February 1. 
Snow 
tossing 
illegal 
by Senate 
decree 
The WSU Student Senate passed 
a resolution last Wednesday pre,- 
hibiting snowball fights on campus 
unless offically sanctioned, as in the 
case of Winter Festival activities. 
Violators will be referred to the 
Dean of Student Affairs office for 
disciplinary action. 
Winona State University is liable 
for any injuries and/or damages 
resulting from snowball fights. The 
high incidence of broken windows in 
campus buildings this year and in 
past years has brought about this 
new snowball policy. 
Kappa 
Delta Pi 
On December 16, 1975 the 
Gamma Tau chapter of Kappa Delta 
Pi initiated seventeen new mem-
bers. In order to be eligible for 
membership these people had to be 
a bachelor of science major of junior 
status, with a grade point average 
of 3.05 or above. Those initiated 
were Gayla Goyer, Gail Morin, 
Cheryl Boyer, Julie Brooks, Carol 
Goodrich, Jean Haeussinger, Ther-
ese McComas, Terry Helbig, Debbie 
Rawn, L'Louise Kester, William C. 
Reisenauer, Linda Remington, Jill 
Karwoski, Thomas Haase, Nancy 
Burke, Philip Johnson, and Reggie 
Pelowski. The ceremony and ban-
quet_ were held at the Williams 
Annex. Henry Hull was the even-
ing's guest speaker and he spoke on 
the history of education in Winona. 
Student television production 
groups show promise of a variety of 
programs to be offered this quarter 
at Winona State. 
These programs, which are di-
rected and produced by Winona 
State Students under the instruc-
tion of Dale Pedersen, are aired in 
the Winona vicinity on channel 12 
and include nine WSU athletic 
events featuring men's and women's 
basketball, wrestling, gymnastics 
and others. Two other program 
formats — consumer information 
documentaries and a show in the 
line of comedy satire — are in the 
making. 
Most students involved in the 
planning and producing of these 
shows are Mass Communication 
majors enrolled in AVC 320. This 
course, according to Pedersen, is 75 
to 80 per cent lab work which 
provides both experience and good 
job references for students going  
into television work. 
Pedersen went on to say, "Each 
person tries to develop different 
skills." AVC 320 students range 
from those taking the course for 
general education requirements to 
those interested in the mechanical 
or promotional aspects. In addition, 
five students — Dave Baumann, Bob 
Millea, Marty Severson, Steve 
Keene and Bruce Hanson — who've 
taken additional television courses 
will be directing the shows. 
Most filming is done on campus 
in either Somsen's black and white 
studio of Phelp's color studio. This 
quarter, however, there will be 
some shots taken in Winona, some 
by remote and others filmed from an 
airplane for the Variety Show 
format. 
Anyone interested in more in-
formation about AVC 320 should see 
Dale Pedersen in the AV Office. 
Yearbook 
sale 
7:15-9:15 STATE 
 
Malcolm McDowell 
Nanette Newman 
POETRY CORNER 
-457- 
WINDOW PLAY 
Snow falls 
Resting on bare tree limbs 
And wood shingled rooftops 
Seasoning the landscape bright white. 
Boots shuffle through, buckles ring 
Cutting pathways across the courtyard 
Scarves half cover rose cheeked smiles 
While gleaming eyes convey soft hellos. 
The girl has fallen and books race 
Over the hidden ice 
As a pudgy faced boy with 
Nose runny and red pulls down the cap. 
Skiers sigh, janitors cry 
Shovels plow, building mountains on boulevards, 
Ready-made fortresses of snowball armies. 
Its a silent dance in the winter ballet 
The air is serene 
And by the fireside 
The old man watches from his windowchair 
As another passing season plays. 
January 6, 1976 
Christensen 
Wednesday, January 14, 1976 
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Oaks offers 
new season 
Vitelloni 
here 
The Winona Film Society will 
present Federico Fellini's I Vitelloni 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Somsen Hall 
Auditorium on Thursday, Jan. 15th. 
Admission is free, and the public is 
cordially invited to attend. 
An early (1953) film from Fellini's 
neo-realistic period, I Vitelloni 
portrays a group of small-town 
boys, loafing and dreaming of 
women, riches, and glory: in its 
course, the film details the wasting 
of their energies and the dissipation 
of those dreams and illusions. Only 
one of them eventually escapes to 
the city. 
Fellini's treatment of the subject 
is ambiguous, combining satire of 
and sympathy for his characters. 
Their aimless lives are shown as 
farcical and pathetic at the same 
time. Against the drab reality of the 
small town, Fellini sets the need for 
the fantastic or miraculous. 
The Film Society's next presenta-
tion will be Jack Clayton's The 
Pumpkin Eater, a 1964 British film 
starring Anne Bancroft, with 
screenplay by Harold Pinter. 
Satori 
Satori, the literary magazine of 
Winona State, is accepting manu-
scripts, art work and photography 
until the end of winter quarter. 
Everyone (students and faculty) is 
invited and encouraged to submit 
poetry, short stories, etchings, 
photos, or any other artistic 
endeavor to be published in the 
Satori. 
The 1976 dinner theatre season at 
the Oaks in Minnesota City will 
start off the new year with the 
rollicking, musical comedy melo-
drama, NO, NO, A MILLION 
TIMES NO, or "Only A Farmer's 
Daughter". Appearing in the" pro-
duction, which is slated to open on 
Thursday, January 22, will be a raft 
of local talent, including many WSU 
students and graduates. 
Becky Carlson, WSU graduate in 
Music Education, will be Musical 
Director and appear as Birdie Seed, 
the farmer's housekeeper. Last seen 
on stage as the sex queen in 
GODSPELL, she was Musical 
Director for two Winona Commun-
ity Theatre productions this sum-
mer, I DO, I DO and KISS ME 
KATE. 
Holly R. Doering, as piano 
accompanist. A WSU freshman 
from Caledonia Holly is working on 
a double major in Music and 
English, with a Biology minor. 
Pat O'Brien, as Amos (Pappy) 
Quackenbush, a farmer. Pat ma-
jored in Music and Speech at WSU, 
appearing in TANGO and THE-
ATRE OF THE MIND and recently 
returned from a tour of nightclubs 
in the Portland area where he did 
his own show. 
Cleo Kryzer, as Nellie Quacken-
bush, the farmer's daughter. A 
senior at Winona State University, 
Cleo will student teach in the Twin 
Cities this spring and graduate with 
a B.S. in Secondary Education, 
English major and Speech and 
Theatre minor. 
Cathy Aschfort, as Emmeline, the 
farmer's hired gal. Cathy is a 
freshman and native of Chicago 
Heights, Ill. 
Phil Johnson, WSU senior in 
Education with a Speech-Theatre 
major and English minor, as Iffy 
Cann, a young country boy. Phil was 
last seen in WSU's production of 
PETER PAN. 
Jerry Siem, as Noble Hart, the 
farmer's neighbor. Jerry is a 
student at WSU and has appeared 
in THEATRE OF THE MIND and 
OTHELLO. 
Steve Peterson, as Stafford 
Blackman, a city slicker...the villain 
in the play. Steve is employed by 
the State of Minnesota and was 
most recently seen in Winona 
Community Theatre's production of 
KISS ME KATE. He is also a WCT 
board member. 
Claire Merchlewitz, WSU sen-
ior with a major in Elementary 
Education and minor in Music, will 
play the part of Gwendolyn Fine-
feathers, the villain's lady friend. 
Claire's acting background is exten-
sive, including SOUTH PACIFIC, 
CAROUSEL, ONCE UPON. A 
MATTRESS and STAR-SPAN-
GLED GIRL. 
Kathy Veraguth, Fountain City, 
as Della, a young city girl and also 
as an old-fashioned milkmaid and 
member of the chorus. She is a WSU 
freshman majoring in Elementary 
Education with a Communications 
and Theatre Arts minor. 
Mari Olson, as Kate, a young city 
girl and also as an old-fashioned 
milkmaid and member of the chorus. 
A WSU freshman majoring in Voice 
and Music Education, she is also a 
member of the WSU Choir. 
Joan Gerdes, Ridgeway, as Dupli-
kate, a young city girl and also as an 
old-fashioned milkmaid and member 
, of the chorus. She is a freshman at 
WSU, majoring in Nursing with a 
minor in Music and a member of the 
WSU Choir. 
Barbara K. Seelicke, who ap-
peared as Mrs. Campbell in the 
dinner theatre's first production 
WINTERFEST, sponsored by the 
WSU Greek Council with the 
support of IRHC, is an attempt to 
cure the 'Winter blahs' at WSU. It is 
open to all interested students and 
campus organizations. 
Slated for activities for the rest of 
this week are: 
Wednesday-Friday, 
January 14-16 	Snow games 
consisting of snow football, 
cardboard races, and skate 
races at Lake Winona (Times to 
be posted). 
Thursday, Jan. 15 Snow sculpture 
contest, Union lawn in front of 
Student Union. Entries will be 
judged on Saturday at 3:00 p.m. 
Saturday, Jan. 16 Square Dance 
sponsored by the Baha'i Club 
WSU One acts 
On December 16 and 17 Winona 
State University's Theatre Arts 
Department held auditions for its 
student directed one-act plays. 
Twenty parts were available in four 
different plays. The shows will be 
presented January 28-31. Plays, 
casts and directors are listed ,below: 
"We're Due in Eastbourne in Ten 
Minutes" 
Written by N.F. Simpson 
Directed by Jack Hickethier 
Cast: 
Middie Paradock . Wendy Solberg 
Bro Paradock 	Mark Bettner 
Martha 	 Amy Austin 
Humphry  Dean Swenson 
Delivery Man & Priest.. Paul Haller 
Laurence 	 Todd Holm 
"The New Play" 
Written by William Saroyan 
Directed by James Danneker 
Cast: 
Writer  • 	David Sampson 
Secretary  Jana Kalmes 
Folger 	 Gary Rhoades 
Dinah Sandy Hennessy 
Lincoln 	 Mike Peterson 
Professor Steve Geck 
"No Exit" 
Written by Jean Paul Sartre 
Directed by Thom Trampf 
Cast: 
Valet 	 Bob Hacker 
Garcin Terry Riska 
Inez 	 Jeanne Nelson 
Estelle Debby Darby 
"Bad Bad Jo Jo" 
Written by James Leo Herlihy 
Directed by Bruce Hittner 
Cast: 
Kayo 	 Rick Brintnall 
Frank Walt Charter 
Dennis 	 Wayne Yakish 
DEAR LIAR, will be the Artistic 
Director. 
Tickets for dinner and the show 
are available at Northern Lights 
Bookstore or the Oak's. 
and Student Senate. All pro-
ceeds go towards the WSU 
Radio Station. 
All awards will be presented at 
the dance on Saturday evening. The 
cumulative totals for organizations 
entering events will be totalled and 
the top winners will receive a 
trophy. 
WINTERFEST buttons are being 
sold to defray the costs of the 
events. They may be purchased 
from any Greek and the wearer may 
attend all events free or at a 
reduced cost.  
Further information on WINTER-
FEST week may be obtained from 
the Student Affairs Office at 106 
Somsen, or from Darla Miller at 
452-3817 or Jim Smith at 452-4711 in 
the afternoons or evenings. 
"LONG AGO 
TOMORROW" 
PG 
WINONA 
7:15 - 9:20 
Limited Return 
Showing 
4 Nites Only 
Ends Saturday 
All Seats Only $1.00 
Don Sutherland 
Elliot Gould 
Hot Lips in 
the Original 
"M.A.S.H" 
A Great Adult 
COMEDY 
SEE IT.., 
SEE IT AGAIN 
All Seats Only $1.00 
CINEMA 
7:15 - 9:20 
SPECIAL 
RETURN 
SHOWING 
A TRUE 
STORY ! 
THE 
OTHER SIDE 
OF THE 
MOUNTAIN' 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN" 
Starring MARILYN HASSETT as Jill Kinmont 
and BEAU BRIDGES as Dick Buek 
See it Again 
Winterfest 1976 
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Editorials 
Go Foreigner? 
TOP AND BOTTOM 
Sale Ends Saturday Feb. 24th 
Leisure 	25 to 50% 
Suits OFF 
Entire Stock 
Reg. & Longs Over 200 to Choose From 
............................... 
Winter Coats 	50% 
Select From: 	 OFF 
Car Coati 
Parkas 
Suedes 
Corduroys 
04.4.. 
.............................. 
Dress Shirts 
Famous Name Brands 
Entire Stock of 
Long Sleeve Shirts 
Sizes 141/2 thru 181/2 
OFF  
1/2 	1 
Sweater & 	50% 
Sweater Vests 	OFF 
Entire Stock 
Ski Sweaters 	Cardigans 
Turtle Necks V-Necks 
......,. 
Knit Tops 	50% 
Flannel Shirts 	OFF 
Mens & Young Men's Styles 
...................-0-0-0-0-0.1P-0-0 
Colored 	1/2 
Jeans 	250 Pairs 	OFF 
Knit Pants 
Large Group 	Size 29 
S olids & Patterns 	thru 42  
50% 
OFF 
Corduroy 
Jeans Large Group 
..................... 
Robes, Pajamas 
Long Underwear 
Entire Stock ................... 
$5.00 
OFF 
3/2 
OFF 
*Extra Special* 	50% Assorted Jockey Brand 	-.-_, 
T-Shirts, Briefs & Boxer Shorts OFF 
learance 
Sale 
     
TOP AND BOTTOM SHOP 
19 Plaza West 	 454-3923 
 
      
      
     
BANKAMERICARD 
  
master charge 
 
      
       
       
011111 
Fanny Farmer) n 
TjljarlyWireef 
tilta 
Call Today 
454-4900 
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
77 WEST 3rd ST. • (Next to 
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Love pt. II 
By Tamrat Tademe 
Ever since the label "Foreigner" 
came into use, it has done more 
harm than good. We start with the 
word "foreigner" and then in many 
cases will follow with the word 
"enemy". Next comes alienation and 
the relationship will no longer be 
based on a human to human basis. It 
becomes impersonal and hostile. 
Many wars have been against the 
"foreign enemy". We are always 
told, "They are the enemy! Get 
them! Kill them! Win the war!" 
What enemy? Who is the enemy?-
What foreigner? Who is the 
foreigner? 
In the uncivilized world we live in, 
the foreigner is one that moves from 
one part of the world to another 
"new" place. The foreigner is one 
that has an F-1 visa or an alien visa. 
The foreigner is one that is obscure, 
"cute" and "exotic". The foreigner is 
one that is regarded as a model. The 
foreigner is one that is watched 
cautiously. The foreigner has 
strange culture and ways. The 
foreigner might be a minority. The 
foreigner might even be black! 
All the above descriptions of the 
so called foreigner are the descrip-
tions of individuals who have no 
global conception of world citizenry. 
These individuals are molded to 
believe that their little world is all 
that matters. For them, the rest are 
either foreigners or enemies. 
If one studies the composition of 
the planet earth, one would realize 
the label "foreigner" is naive, racist, 
and a class-oriented (divide and 
rule) label. The label "enemy" is also 
class oriented. As Eugene Debs 
said, "The Master Class are the ones 
that determine who is the enemy 
(that declare wars), when the 
subjects are the ones that fight the 
battles." 
We can't deal with the world 
problems if we follow mythical 
patterns that have been set by a 
crooked, conspiring ruling class. 
"I'm an Ethiopian!", "You are an 
American!" -- therefore one of us is 
a foreigner (depending on where we 
are) — this is an ignorant attitude to 
have. The problems of the world can 
only be solved when we recognize 
each other as human world citizens 
and not as Ethiopians, Americans, 
Jews, blacks, Arabs, and so on, and 
we should all work together for a 
better world. 
If a world citizen complains about 
life in the oppressive world we are 
living in or protests against racism 
in Winona, Boston or Winona State 
University, the person should not be 
regarded as being against the 
university or the U.S. Rather, this 
person should be paid attention to; 
ears should open to listen to him and 
hands should stretch to help solve 
the problems that he is talking 
about. As racism affects everybody, 
it should be everyone's duty to 
eliminate it. This person might come 
from some weird "uncivilized" 
country. He may even be regarded 
as semi-literate–and sub-human 
since he comes from the "jungle" of 
"savage" Africa. All the same he is 
still human. 
This world citizen might be 
considered "loud mouthed" and 
could possibly run the danger of 
being eliminated from this institu-
tion, or even from the world. As 
long as he is a world citizen he 
believes it is his duty to fight 
against oppression, racism and 
exploitation. For him countries, 
labels, and divisions have no 
meaning. The world is one and 
should be for everybody, not for a 
few ruling classes of the world. So 
we should fight for justice as 
humans and not worry about the 
trivia of being Ethiopian, American, 
German and whatever. 
Let's unite Brothers and Sisters! 
By Henry Hull 
In the last column the lighter and 
somewhat physical aspects of love 
were discussed. There is, however, 
much more than that in the love of a 
man for a woman. Pardon me, once 
in a while man and girl at the time of 
marriage, for even in nineteen 
seventy-five some female homo 
sapiens are entirely intact. 
Marriage, that is quite a word. It 
is something that helps to give 
meaning to true love. How does it 
come about? The answer is not easy 
because marriage in human history 
has come about for a near infinite 
variety of reasons. Arranged marri-
ages were once very common and 
the marriage broker was once an 
important person in European 
communities. Gradually, in our 
modern, enlightened world, roman-
tic marriage is the rule. Actually, if 
we stick to semantics, it means 
freedom of choice of two people of 
the opposite sex who contract to live 
together. Possibly that word oppo-
site will rile members of the gay 
liberation set, but so be it. 
Speaking of the formal marriage, 
you who have been through it will 
Following is an excerpt from a 
letter which I sent to Coach Keister 
a short time back, as he left the 
position of head football coach. I 
think it says something about the 
entire athletic program here at 
W.S.U. and it might be well for 
everyone to read at least this much 
of it. 
"I realize what an effort must be 
involved in building a team up and 
bringing it into a winning bracket. 
The last two years have seen our 
team able to give our conference 
teams all the competition they 
need. Another year or two will 
see a conference champion I'm 
sure — we had a co-champion a 
possibly remember it as the most 
solemn moment of life. I remember 
my own very clearly although it was 
over eleven years ago. As my lovely 
young bride came up the aisle a fast 
recount swept. through my mind: 
her strengths and weaknesses and 
her apparent love for me that 
matched how I loved her. Love or 
not I had been rational enough to 
check a bit. We were not related. 
She was physically and mentally 
strong — not from weak, problem-
atical, inbred stock. Wow! Oh Wow! 
At the age of forty four years I was 
actually to embark on the path of 
married love. 
Married love has been the theme 
of countless stories, operas, stage 
dramas and movies. It also forms a 
great deal of the grist for the soap 
operas on the idiot box. "From this 
day forward," is about as important 
a phrase as we have in language. 
In spite of the careful judgement 
that may have gone into selection 
and the desire to do the best, there 
has probably never been a marriage 
without some conflicts, if considera-
tion, give and take and always, a 
deep belief that the person whose 
warm body is next to you every 
night is the best person in the 
world, then the marriage will last, 
and you are really in love. 
You are really in love if you see a 
smorgasbord of female flesh and 
curves every day and appreciate it 
year ago, of course, for all 
practical purposes. 
"There is always a lot of 
conjecture about the place of 
football in a total college program. 
It is expensive; it takes time and 
energy and space. But I for one 
am still very much for it as we 
play it here at Winona. With no 
grants-in-aid and minimum fund-
ing for the overall program we 
have seen coaches like you and 
Coach Molinari before you get the 
job done nevertheless and came 
up with winners to boot. Pretty 
hard to quarrel with that, even 
without considering the publicity, 
the extensive recruitment advan-
tages and the opportunity for 
participation by a lot of excellent 
young men. 
"So hats off to you and the fine 
coaches who assisted you over 
this five-year period..." 
And that's really the way it was. 
Coach Keister and his staff really 
worked at it as do the coaches of all 
our sports. The paid. coaching staff 
of this university is about one-half 
as large as that of many high 
schools, yet they not only get the 
job done but they produce winners. 
In fact, over the past ten years 
Winona State's major sports record 
shows six conference championships 
in basketball, four in wrestling, five 
in baseball, and one in football (plus 
another in 1974 which was denied us  
for what it is: beauty and youth, and 
are still glad to get back to your 
mate every night. 
You are in real love when you 
work even harder around the house 
to make life easier for your 
pregnant wife. You feel it even more 
when you know that she has gone 
through the twilight time of life and 
death that is childbirth and you look 
at a strong, healthy child knowing 
that you and your mate have won 
the most desperate gamble on 
earth: the genetic roulette that is 
parenthood! 
You are in love if you can share 
shifts with your wife sponging a 
desperately sick baby to bring down 
fever, and wondering about the 
difference between life and death. 
You are in love if, in spite of your 
best efforts that may take up a 
hundred hours a week people who 
apparently never heard of Isaiah's 
dictum about grinding the face of 
the poor, deny promotion year after 
year — promotion that would help 
bring many men toward a living 
wage, and state officials drag their 
feet and try everything that they 
can to delay the issuing of 
legislative raise in wages, and your 
mate works even harder at any 
honorable money paying job that 
will keep clothes on the back, and 
food in the stomachs of your little 
children, and still loves you. 
because a substitute who later 
turned out to be ineligible played for 
less than one minute toward the end 
of a game with Michigan Tech.) 
This means that out of forty 
possible conference championships 
over the past ten years, Winona has 
captured sixteen! That leaves the 
other twenty-four to be divided up 
among Michigan Tech, St. Cloud, 
Mankato, Bemidji, Moorhead and 
Southwest. This has to be the best 
ten-year record in the history of the 
NIC — and by the school with 
probably the smallest athletic 
budget at that, excepting South-
west in recent years. 
Am I boasting? I shouldn't be, 
because I'm not the one who did it. 
But it is something to boast about! 
Today we are seeing the begin-
ning of women's athletic competi-
tion also and, while it offers us a few 
new problems especially as regards 
funding, most will agree that it is 
about time. And my guess is that 
the women will acquit themselves 
very well in the athletic arena just 
as have the men — in fact they 
already have, and on the same 
minimum budget at that. There 
must be a lesson in that somewhere. 
R.A. DuFresne 
The Prez set: Thant coach 
Look no further around 
you for answers. Look 
within yourself; with- 
in your mind. YOU 
posess the power 
to control 
your life ) CREATIVE AWARENESS 
is now accepting members 
throughout the U.S. to 
further explore the 
'Powers of the mind' 
MEMBERSHIP 
INCLUDES: 
A NEW BEGINNING 
• Three(3) Workshop Seminars 
yearly with Special Membership rates 
MONTHLY TAPES OFFERED ON SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP ON SUCH TOPICS 
WHICH INCLUDE: 
Creative and Positive Thinking In Depth Concentration 
Astro Projection The 7 Planes New Spaces 
Eastern and Western Philosophy 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER/MEMBERSHIP NOW ONLY $10 
As a member I understand you will mail me 
each month an information card on next 
months tape. If I do not want that selection, 
I mark the appropriate box and mail the card 
back. I will only receive the selections that 
interest me and I have prepaid for. I under-
stand the card must be mailed back within 
10 days. 
CHECK HERE IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO 
BE LISTED IN THE DIRECTORY ❑  
NAME  
ADDRESS  
CITY 
ZIP  
OCCUPATION 
COLLEGE 
STATE  
PHONE 
Mail to 
	CREATIVE AWARENESS INC. 
5030 Paradise Rd. Suite A-103 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 — 
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This year considerable energy 
will be devoted to the celebration of 
the achievements, accomplish-
ments, and progress of the United 
States of America. This celebration, 
as you know, commemorates the 
200th birthday of our country. 
It is important on certain occasion 
to pause, reflect and celebrate. We 
must however be careful that our 
celebration does not blind us. We 
must consider our achievements and 
progress critically. We enter a new 
year with hope and caution. Hope 
because more minorities such as 
native Americans, blacks, and 
women are becoming more involved 
in the decision making process in 
our country. We are cautious 
because of the recent behavior of 
high government officials in our  
country. As a result, the mistakes of 
Vietnam and Watergate have been 
laid bare. Most recently the C.I.A. 
has been exposed as a clique of 
hoodlums and interventionists 
(Chile, Cuba, Italy). The C.I.A. is 
dangerous to our country and to the 
world. 
Another important consideration 
we must make at this time both as 
citizens of the U.S. and as citizens of 
the world is the present and future 
predicament of humankind. An 
M.I.T. team in a book called The 
Limits to Growth warns that "(1) If 
the present growth trends in world 
population, industrialization, pollu-
tion, food production, and resource 
depletion continue unchanged the 
limits of growth will be reached 
sometime within the next one  
hundred years. The most probable 
result will be a rather sudden and 
uncontrollable decline in both pop-
ulation and industrial capacity. 
(2) It is possible to alter these 
growth trends and to establish a 
condition of ecological and economic 
stability that is sustainable far into 
the future. The state of global 
equilibrium could be designed so 
that the basic needs of each person 
on earth are satisfied and each 
person has an equalc opportunity to 
realize his or her individual human 
potential. 
(3) If the world's people decide to 
strive for this second outcome 
rather than the first, the sooner 
they began working to attain it, the 
greater will be their chances of 
success.' 
Some problems that face us in this 
bicentennial era are the arms race, 
environmental deterioration, the 
population explosion, and economic 
stagnation. We must work together 
not only as citizens of the United 
States but citizens, of a smaller 
world. 
William Andres 
Wednesday, January 14, 1976 
After 
200 years 
Hunting Hull Still not out of 
the woods To Mr. Hull and the Winonan: To your articles on hunting, I must admit astonishment that your 
obvious education, talents and the 
irreplaceable wisdom of years has 
still left you in the woods without a 
clear shot. I refer you to my letter 
and article in this issue, entitled 
Hunters, Not O.K., for my actual 
arguments. If you or anyone else 
would like to know the real truth 
about hunting, obtain a book by 
Cleveland Amory entitled MAN-
KIND. 
I would also like to express 
opposition and some fury over the 
cartoon in the last issue of the 
Winonan depicting a hunter, dead 
deers draped over his car, calling his  
wife to let her know he'd be home in 
time for a right-to-life rally. 
Obviously the cartoon is attempting 
to create the illusion that those who 
are gainst hunting, or abortion 
(right-to-life people) are not consis-
tent. 
Let it first be said that inconsis-
tency does not invalidate one's 
position toward another issue, 
however related. Let it be further 
known that I know very few, if any 
right-to-life people, with whom I've 
worked with a great deal to have 
anything to do with the sadistic 
pleasures of hunting. People who 
give a damn about people usually 
give a damn about animals too. 
Thomas James Harens 
For lack of space and time, I was 
not able to cover all the arguments 
regarding hunting in my first article 
(October 8th of the Winona), 
"Killing Frustration," which was 
replied to in the October 22nd 
Winona, "Hunters OK.", It's hard to 
put all the deep feelings and concern 
I have for this earth, and all its 
inhabitants, into a single article, all 
of the time attempting to refute, yet 
not totally offend, and alienate 
another person, and their view-
points. My state of consciousness 
was labeled as being narrow-minded 
and closed, which hurts, not me 
internally, but possible the effec-
tiveness of my life's work, to open 
the minds and feelings of all around 
me, to a happier and more fulfilling 
existence. 
To be open-minded is not, I 
repeat, not accepting everyone 
else's viewpoint as being as valid, or 
as useful, as yours. It's actually 
opening the mind to see all the 
world and its diversity, then 
choosing your way, as a result of 
your vision. If I am being narrow 
minded by respecting and living all 
of life, by believing in God (certainly 
an open minded person would 
recognize the devil, or certainly 
atheism, to be as valid), and the fact 
that He is creator, beginner of all 
that exists, and therefore I am to 
respect it as His rule commands, 
then so be it. I am narrow minded. 
There's- a certain point to which you 
should begin to live your convic-
tions. I'll try to step only on the toes 
which reach out to trip me on this 
journey. 
Okay, enough philosophy. It was 
asked if I was a vegetarian. No. I am 
not, nor do I ever intend to be. I 
lived on a farm for twenty-one 
years, and ate the meat which my 
family diligently raised. There is 
nothing intrinsically wrong with 
killing. The real difference is the 
why, and the how, and what that 
action does to you, and society. 
Even vegetarians kill the foodstuffs 
they eat, or benefit by someone in 
society having killed something. For 
example, we all somehow derive 
something from the domestic ani-
mals which eventually reach the  
slaughterhouse. The non-meat parts 
are even used for glue on album 
covers! 
Let's get something straight for 
religious purposes. There is nothing 
in Christianity (Judeo-Christian 
principles) which denounces killing 
of itself. God gave us respectful 
dominion over earth and all its 
inhabitants. At that time, historical-
ly, he commanded huge armies to 
fight and kill for their preservation. 
If you can honestly say to yourself 
that you're out there hunting 
because you need the meat to 
survive, and not for the ego fulfilling 
challenge of overcoming a ferocious 
wild creature, then you're certainly 
no worse than I, who humanely, 
(and I emphasize this point, for by 
law all domesticated animals are to 
be humanely slaughtered, which no 
matter how much it's argued, in no 
way compares with the brutality of 
a bullet tearing into the soft flesh of 
a frightened animal!) slaughter the 
animals on my farm, for my food, 
and the world's. 
I myself hunted at one time, 
through those beautiful fields and 
hills, which we all enjoy, and could 
as easily enjoy, without the whiz-
zing bullets and arrows. I've seen 
those starving animals and cried, 
then cursed man for destroying the 
balance of nature, for purposely 
raising many -of those excess 
animals, for the continuation of his 
"sport." Let's fact it. Game pre-
serves, and the redevelopment of 
species are one tenth for the 
animals, one tenth for the general 
populus' enjoyment, and eight 
tenths for the hunters' "sport." 
Some sport, a bullet, or arrow, 
travelling at speeds unseen, (not 
unfelt), against a bewildered animal, 
simply fleeing the supposed great-
est of animals. The over abundance 
of animals is not created by lack of a 
hunting season, but by deliberate 
over propagation of their species, by 
hunters, and the extinction, again, 
mainly by the hunters, or their 
natural predators. 
Obviously then, nature would not 
balance itself if man were gone, for 
man has destroyed the potential for  
balance. Yes, game management is 
necessary, a shame, but nonetheless 
essential, for the animals. It can be 
done humanely, efficiently, and with 
total regard for the betterment of 
the animals, not for man and his 
self-centered desire to always kill 
something. 
Yes it is "senseless killing," 
senseless because it doesn't have to 
be done, (except for humane, 
controlled, non "hunting" manage-
ment), and it is killing, because 
that's the real basic reason it is 
done. That big cheap thrill we get 
out of killing something which has 
no recourse against us. Then we go 
back home and tell ourselves, and 
usually everyone else, what a real 
he-man we are, and how we enjoyed 
our harmless trip into the woods. 
I apologize somewhat for my 
sarcasm, because not all people even 
realize, or have ever analyzed why, 
they do things, or the results of 
their action. This article was 
intended to open your minds, your 
hearts, and your eyes, to something 
which has become increasingly clear 
and apparent to me. If you have-
become defensive it's usually be-
cause what you're defending is 
somehow not what you really intend 
it to be, or fulfill. Not every hunter 
and quite possibly few of them, have 
a "problem" as I might have made it 
sound. However anytime we use an 
outlet for the feelings we may have 
inside, it can be a problem. 
Anyone wishing to discuss this on 
a more personal, fact to face basis 
feel free to contact me. We learn by 
giving and I am for being learned. 
Thomas James Harens 
Women Warriors 
drop third 
straight 
. 	 a s. 
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DICK & BOB KUHLMANN 
Presents 
THE PABST NOVELTY SHOP 
Open 1-5, Tuesday & Thursday 
4310 W. 5th St. 
Goodview 
PURCHASE PABST AND SCHMIDT AT 
YOUR NEAREST OUTLET OR TAVERN 
GO GET 'EM WARRIORS 
4 
Unique. unusual and 
original diamond 
engagement rings and 
wedding bands. 
RONALD 
ORIGINALS 
JEWELERS 
701 Hennepin at 7th St. 
Downtown Nlinneapolis 
339-4767 
Open evenings till 8. 
WANT ADS 
SKI IN WINONA! At the 
Winona Ski Club at East Burns 
Valley. Open Thursday evenings 
7-9, Saturday 1-5 and 7-9, Sunday 
1-5, and Holidays. For informa-
tion and snow conditions, call 
452-8894. Rental Equipment also 
available. 
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Warriors 
win lose 
Dragons 
slain 
18 pointers, and Duane Smith and 
Jerry Williams with 14 and 13 
respectively. 
Beavers 
bite 
back 
By Larry Frost 
WINONA Sports Editor 
The crowd screamed, the players 
hoped, and the coaches prayed. 
Through all this the man in the 
green uniform looked tensely at the 
basket. He raised his arms, the ball 
was in the air, it hit the back of the 
rim, hit the front of the rim, then 
maybe just a millisecond of joy, and 
then — the ball dropped through the 
net, the second one swished right 
through, the pressure was off. 
Those two free throws by Mike 
Holder with :15 left gave the 
Bemidji State University Beavers 
the insurance margin they needed 
as they handed the Winona State 
University Warriors their eighth 
straight and first conference defeat 
by a score of 68-65. 
But even those two free throws 
could not undo a very inspired effort 
on the part of the Warriors. 
Consider this, often fielding a team 
that had only one player over 6-1, 
WSU outreboundea a team that had 
a starting  line-up that went, 6-7, 6-5, 
6-3, 6-1, and 5-10. 
The Beavers took good advantage 
of their big edge though, that being 
their experience. They showed just 
that little bit extra poise that gave 
them the victory. 
The Warriors on the other hand 
had several crucial turnovers late in 
the game. After pulling within two 
at 63-61 on a Duane Smith jump shot 
with 3:28 left, WSU had two 
chances to tie the game, but turned 
the ball over both times on bad 
passes. And once again with 1:31 
left, the Warriors turned the ball 
over while trailing 65-63. 
Even after a free throw by Craig 
Kullberg with :40 left, Winona came 
back on a Duane Smith lay-up to pull 
within one with :27 to go. But then 
they had to foul to get the ball back 
and that set the stage for Holder's 
heroics. 
Offesnively, WSU played very 
well, working their patterns to 
perfection until they got the open 
shot. And then when they were able 
to rebound- with the Beavers they 
got their running game going a little 
bit which brought Duane Smith into 
his prime as he had one of his finest 
games scoring 17 points. 
Defensively, WSU's 2-1-2 zone 
practically shut off the Beaver 
offense except for the long range 
shots of Tyrone Terrill and Todd 
Fore who finished with 16 and 12 
points respectively. 
WSU had three players besides 
Duane Smith in double figures, they 
were Ken Gomillia with 16 points, 
Dave Benson with 14, and Jerry 
Williams with 10. Benson had one of 
his best games, picking up 12 
rebounds along with his offensive 
punch. 
By Larry Frost 
WINONAN Sports Editor 
The Southwest State University 
Pintos got their running game going 
strong to hand the Winona State 
University Women's basketball 
team their third straight loss by a 
59-51 score last Friday night in 
Memorial Hall. 
WSU started out strong grabbing 
an early 8-2 lead on two buckets 
apiece by Toby Dyb and Maureen 
Adams. 
But then SSU started taking 
advantage of Winona turnovers for 
some easy baskets and outscored 
the Warriors 13-2 to take a 15-10 
lead with about 9:00 left in the first 
half. 
The teams traded buckets for the 
rest of the half and the score at 
intermission read 29-22 for the 
Pintos. 
Some hot long range shooting by 
Jean Nagel, who scored 10 points in 
the second half allowed SSU to open 
up a 12-point lead, 49-37, midway 
through the second half. 
At that point Mary Bartley 
entered the game for . Winona and 
scored six straight points to pull 
WSU within six. 
At that point, however, the 
Pintos' Dawn Munson hit two free 
throws, Jo Buysse a jump shot, 
Munson a lay-up, Buysse another 
jumper, and Munson yet another 
bucket sandwiched around just two 
free throws by Bartley to give SSU 
an insurmountable 14 point lead, 
59-45. 
WSU was led by Bartley, who 
finished with 16 points, and Mau-
reen Adams with 13. The Pinto's 
Munson captured game scoring 
honors with 18 points. 
WSU's record now stands at 2-3 
as they get ready to face the 
University of Minnesota on Parent's 
Day this Saturday in the old 
Memorial Hall gym at 1:00 p.m. The 
B-team will be playing the prelimin-
ary at 11:00 a.m. 
By Larry Frost 
WINONAN Sports Editor 
The Winona State University 
Warriors shot 51 per cent from the 
field as they tipped the Moorhead 
State University Dragons 85-83 last 
Saturday night in Memorial Hall. 
The victory ended an eight game 
WSU losing streak that started way 
back on December 13, against St. 
Thomas College. It also evened their 
Northern Intercollegiate Confer-
ence record at 1-1. 
Despite the fact that they trailed 
only twice in the ball game, 2-0 and 
49-48, the Warriors were never 
really able to put the game away. 
Winona won the game at the free 
throw line where they hit 15 out of 
21 compared to just 7 out of 11 for 
the Dragons. 
The first half was a see-saw affair 
which ended with the Warriors 
leading 38-33. 
But then four points by Kevin 
Yonker and two by Tony Johnson 
allowed the Dragons to take the 
lead 49-48 with 13:36 left in the ball 
game. 
Winona then went on a scoring 
binge to outscore MSU 22-6 and 
grab a 69-54 lead with 9:35 left. 
With only :37 left, WSU was still 
up seven, 85-78, but-MSU sank five 
free throws to close the gap to the 
final score of 85-83. 
Leading the way for the Warriors 
was Dave Benson who tallied 21 
points and grabbed seven rebounds. 
Close behind was Ken Gomillia with 
WSU's record now stands at 4-11 
 , as they get ready to face the 
Southwest State University Mus-
tangs who lost a tough 101-95 triple 
overtime decision to Michigan Tech 
University last Saturday. The 
Mustangs will be coming into 
Memorial Hall this Friday, game 
time is 7:30 p.m. 
Wayne Clark 
named All-American 
Linebacker Wayne Clark became 
the first Winona State University 
football player to be named on the 
first, second, third, or fourth string 
NAIA All-American team. Clark 
was named to the first string team 
to go along with his All-Conference 
and All-NAIA District 13 awards. 
Also deserving special mention 
are William (Bo) Jackson and Bob 
Brewer who were named honorable 
mention All-Americans at running 
back and offensive tackle respec-
tively. Jackson was also voted most 
valuable player by his teammates. 
These and all other football 
awards were presented during 
halftime of the WSU and University 
of Wisconsin-Stout basketball game 
on January 6. 
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SPORTS 
Stout sinks 
WSU 
Frost sounds off 
on sports 
By: Larry Frost 
WINONAN Sports Editor 
Well gang, it is once again time to 
fill you in on -what has been 
happening in the sports field at 
WSU. 
First, and most importantly, best 
wishes for a very speedy recovery 
to Warrior basketball captain Paul 
Sir who was injured in an 
automobile accident over Christmas 
vacation (see story elsewhere in this 
issue). 
Having taken several classes with 
Paul and also covering him on the 
basketball court I can tell you that 
he is one of the finest people you will 
ever want to meet. On the 
basketball floor, he was the kind of 
player who has the intense desire to 
win that it takes to be a successful 
athlete; and yet I have never seen 
him lose control of his emotions 
during a game which says some-
thing for the kind of man Paul Sir is. 
As for the Warrior basketball 
team, the loss of Sir is only one of 
the many misfortunes that has 
troubled first year coach Ben Hix. 
Despite the loss of seven straight 
games and the fact that the squad is 
down to just eight players who lack 
size, quickness, and experience, the 
Warriors have played some really 
good basketball. 
Against the University of Wiscon-
sin-Eau Claire, a team that trounced 
St. Cloud State University, a 
pre-season favorite in the NIC, by 
15 points, the Warriors lost by one 
on a last second jump shot. In 
talking to coach Hix he says that one 
of the problems may be that WSU 
plays at the level of their opponents. 
Against good teams the Warriors 
play well and still lose. Against poor 
teams, they play poorly and lose. 
One bright spot is that three 
junior college transfers are now 
eligible for play with the team. They 
are Wendell Anderson a 6-4 forward 
from Iowa Lakes Community Col-
lege, Ron Ferry a 6-6 center from 
Centerville Junior College in Iowa, 
and Dale Howe a 6-3 forward who 
transferred from St. John's Univer-
sity: 
As for the NIC itself I think it is 
time to stick my neck out and make 
my pick for the conference title. 
Considering the fact that St. Cloud 
State University defeated Augs-
burg by a big score, and remember-
ing that Augsburg looked like a 
very fine team in beating WSU by 
one point, I'll have to pick SCSU to 
finish first in the conference. But on 
the other hand, Bemidji State 
University dropped SCSU by two 
points earlier in the year but I just 
don't think that BSU can continue 
that kind of play for the entire 
season so I am picking the Beavers  
for second in a close battle with 
Southwest State University and 
Sam Leggett. After that it gets 
really tough, Michigan Tech is very 
much an unknown quantity, but I'll 
pick them for fourth. Then the 
University of Minnesota-Morris, 
Moorhead State University, and 
Winona State University fighting it 
out for the better spots. 
Before the loss of Sir I was willing 
to pick the Warriors for as high as 
third but we will just have to see 
just how well Hix can mold his new 
talent in with his old. I do see WSU 
pulling off a couple of big upsets 
over the year though. They are just 
that kind of a team. 
Jock talk 
Interested in being a sports 
announcer for athletic events here 
at WSU? Please sign up at the 
Student Senate office on the list on 
the door. Leave your name and 
phone number. 
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Rick Unruh drives for two of his 16 points against 
the University of Wisconsin-Stout. [Photo by Kay 
Burnett] 
By Larry Frost 
WINONA Sports Editor 
The Winona State University 
Warriors lost their seventh game in 
a row as they fell prey to a 
hot-shooting University of Wiscon-
sin-Stout team by a score of 86-68 in 
Memorial Hall on January 6, 1976. 
The Warriors, who are now to an• 
eight man squad, simply couldn't 
handle the Blue Devil's size, depth, 
and balance. Stout used their 
superior height to gain almost 
exclusive control of the boards. That 
rebounding strength is the major 
reason the Blue Devils were able to 
shoot a torrid 57 per cent from the 
field, including a phenomenal 67 per 
cent (18-27) performance in the 
second half. 
The Warriors also shot well 
hitting on 51 per cent of their shots 
from the field, but Stout simply had 
too much scoring balance for the 
WSU defense to contend with. Ten 
Blue Devils broke into the scoring 
column with five of them scoring in 
double figures. 
Winona was once again hampered 
by a slow start, and in fact the very 
first play set the tempo for the 
entire game when Ron Fox tipped in 
a missed jump shot to start the Blue 
Devils on their way to an early 6-0 
lead. Stout continued their close 
range barrage on WSU the entire 
night as they collected 48 points on 
lay-ups and tip-ins. 
The Warriors battled back 
though, on two jump shots by Bob 
Smith and then two more by Jerry 
Williams to tie the game at 12 all. 
WSU even went ahead twice at 
14-12 and 16-14, the latter with 
10:00 left in the first half. Stout then 
exploded for 26 points, however, to 
take a commanding 40-27 halftime 
lead. 
And despite a sparkling 14-point 
performance by sophomore Rick 
Unruh in the second half, WSU 
could get no closer than that 13 
points for the rest of the game. 
Individually, Unruh tied for game 
scoring honors with Jeff Cleveland 
and Fox of Stout, all of whom had 16 
points. Also in double figures for 
WSU were Ken Gomillia, Gary 
Dahl, and Jerry Williams with 15, 
12, and 10 points respectively. 
Warriorettes 
selected 
Twelve girls were recently cho-
sen to represent Winona State's 
dance-line, the Warriorettes. 
Members include Teri Brechwald, 
Bev Card, Carol Goodrich, Lori 
Lindeblom, Diane McColley, Lori 
Snelten, Annette Wilkening and 
officers Laurel Bettcher, Joan 
Fleming, Patti Mueller, Kris Strain-
ing and Barb Grieme. 
In addition to performing 
throughout the '75-'76 basketball 
season the Warriorettes will be 
competing in the St. Paul Winter 
Carnival January 24th. Last year 
the dance-line took second place in 
that event. 
Winona State University 
Commons Cinema 
8:00 P•M• 
Wednesday, Jan. 14 
Tonight Be There! 
Discussion Following! 
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Winona's 
Demo 
Derby 
People in Winona cannot fail to 
notice the .recent appearance of 
empty lots downtown. Before much 
time passes, there are plans for 
more open land in the downtown 
business district. The area planned 
to be torn down is bounded by Main 
and Third Streets, and the estab-
lishments planned for demolition 
include the Levee, Charlie's Bar, 
Callahan's Liquor Store, the Steak 
Shop, Riverbend Cafe, Varsity 
Barber Shop, the Wig and Bags 
Shop, and various low-rent apart-
ments above these businesses. The 
idea of tearing down buildings in the 
Winona Business District has been a 
cause of controversy for several 
years. 
Winona's old post office which was demolished in 
1956. [Photo courtesy of Winona Historical Society] 
Norway 
Did you know that Norway is on 
the same latitude as Alaska? It is 
true, but in spite of this, the winter 
here in Minnesota is much, much 
colder. In Oslo, the Norwegian 
capital, they had temperatures at 60 
above last week! 
Norway is located north in 
Europe but is kept warm by the 
Gulf Stream. One third of the 
country is above the Arctic Circle. 
That means that in summertime, 
people in this part of Norway can't 
see the sunset for several weeks. 
The sun will not go down; there is 
constant daylight for almost three 
months! 
Norway is famous for its moun-
tains and the fjords and its valleys. 
Norwegian food such as lutefisk and 
lefse are well known in this part of 
the USA. But that is not all! In fact, 
most Norwegians don't eat lUtefisk 
more than once a year. They don't 
wear national costumes every day. 
There are no polar bears walking 
around in the streets of the 
Norwegian towns. (It is too hot for 
that.) 
Norway of today is a modern 
nation, with up-to-date advantages 
and problems. The people there 
think and feel as people here, the 
living standard is the same, the 
biggest difference is the language! 
The Norwegian language is spoken 
by about 4 million people in the 
whole world; that is not very many 
compared to the English speaking 
population of the world. Because of 
that, English is required in school 
from 4th grade through high school 
in Norway. 
Norway is a kingdom, but the 
King has no power at all, he is just a 
figure. The Parliament makes the  
laws, the government executes 
them and the supreme court sees 
that both of them obey the 
Constitution. 
There are seven different political 
parties in the Norwegian Parlia-
ment today, ranking from commu-
nists, via socialists, social demo-
crats, liberals, and conservatives, to 
reactionaries. There is an election 
for the Parliament every fourth 
year. The Labour party is the 
biggest party, so they have the 
government and the prime minister. 
They have been in power for most 
of the time since World War II and 
have led Norway to where it is 
today. Most Norwegians think that 
Norway is a good country to live in 
and prefer to stay there for the rest 
of their lives. The prices are high 
though and so are the taxes. Most of 
what you can buy there costs twice 
as much in Norway and the taxes 
are up about 40 percent.. 
But, in return, you don't pay for 
medical care, the schools are free all 
through the universities (you don't 
pay tuition), the social security 
system works well and you have 
many other benefits that I can't 
mention here. 
The Church is run by the 
government, more than 90 percent 
of the Norwegians belong to the 
State Church. The broadcasting is 
also run by the government, and so 
are the railroads and the biggest 
industrial plants. 
One big industry coming up in 
Norway now is the oil industry. 
There is lots of oil in the Norwegian 
part of the North Sea; so much that 
some experts say that in four years 
Norway will be the richest nation in 
the world. 
kitchen table 
set of 12-16 chairs 
for a table 
couches 
easy chairs 
vacuum cleaner 
end tables 
coffee tables 
lamps: desk, overhead 
table, floor 
sewing machine 
planters 
old pillows & cushions 
buckets, brushes, mops, brooms 
table saw 
skill saw 
chain saw 
jig saw 
drill press 
drills 
hand tools: 
But the Norwegians are not 
always happy with that. They can 
see lots of problems following this, 
among others pollution of the sea. 
Vast quantities of oil will leak out in 
the North Sea every year. Also, 
Norway has a very strategic 
position in case of a war and this 
-threatens the Norwegian freedom. 
This threat will not decrease with 
all the oil to disposition. 
Norway's history goes back more 
throw rugs 
room rugs 
pictures 
file cabinet 
encyclopedias 
dictionaries 
reference books 
extension cords 
storage cabinets 
clothes hampers 
waster baskets 
paint 
brushes 
rollers 
19 .desks 
17 beds (3 sets of bunk beds) 
dressers 
book shelves 
bed pillows 
bed spreads (17) 
sheets 
than 1000 years. The first time the 
world heard of us was when the 
Vikings went out on plundering 
expeditions and to discover Amer-
ica. Norway is today a little nation 
in a peaceful corner of the world, 
but is aware of all the big problems 
going on. In our way, we try all we 
can to solve them but what can a 
small nation do? Not very much, I 
am afraid. 
Svein Ivor Fors 
David Sterling, of the Winona 
County Historical Society, gave the 
Winonan some background to the 
controversy in a recent interview. 
The first major downtown structure 
to be demolished was the old post 
office in 1956. It was replaced with 
nominal opposition from the general 
public. Not until it was too late did 
the community realize how much it 
had lost. According to William 
Wesley Peters, a prominent archi-
tect from the Frank Lloyd Wright 
Foundation, who spoke to the 
Winona Ccunty Historical Society in 
1967, "When a building is 30 or 40 
years old, it is suspect in our 
country. After 50 years, it is 
considered obsolete. If it lives to be 
100, it is lucky." Following this 
belief, the people of Winona allowed 
the old Post Office to be torn down. 
This new awareness for preserva-
tion and restoration grew and 
resulted in the community being 
able to save the courthouse. 
However, this enthusiasm was not 
strong enough to save the Latsch 
and Morgan Blocks of the downtown 
area. When Federal Funds were 
made available for urban renewal, a 
Housing and Redevelopment Au-
thority was set up in Winona. It 
hired the Twin Cities firm of "City 
Design and Development Co." to 
recommend the best course of action 
to take with regard to planning for 
the future use of the Downtown 
Area. They drew up plans for a 
skyscraper type glass and concrete 
complex, complete with ramps and 
walkways, similar to the structures 
seen in the larger cities. When no 
businesses would commit them-
selves to leasing space in this 
plannned complex, the city council 
changed preferred planning status 
from the Twin Cities firm to an 
opening of suggestions. The consen-
sus of opinion now seems that we 
should build brick-type structures 
that would blend more easily with 
the existing shops. 
Although consensus was reached 
on how the blocks should be utilized, 
nobody came through with a 
concrete plan to implement this 
consensus. Nonetheless, the Morgan 
and Latsch Blocks were taken, and 
soon another piece of land will be 
leveled. It is rumored that this block 
will be used to provide parking 
spaces for the nonexistent busines-
ses that were planned for the other 
two land parcels. 
So old buildings, like a fine wine, 
improve (in value) with age? 
Equipment Needed For The Main House 
The following equipment is needed for the Main House for one of the 
following reasons: 1) the equipment was never supplied in the Main 
House, 2) some of the equipment is old and worn and needs to be 
replaced, 3) some equipment belongs to the present operators who will 
take it with them when they leave, 4) additional equipment will be 
needed because of the addition of more live-in staff and expansion of the 
program to include room for a three person temporary shelter as well as 
the regular ten person group home operation. 
saws 	screw drivers 	 blankets 
hammers 	wrenches clocks: wall, alarm, desk 
_pliers etc. 	 towels: dish, hand, bath 
tool boxes 	 shovels for snow 
nails 	 rake 
screws gardening equipment 
sports equipment 	 ladder 
table games 	 toaster 
coffee pot casserole dishes 
silverware 	 assorts pots & pans 
cooking utensils 	 20 plastic plates, bowls, glasses 
wood 	 pans: bread, cake, muffin 
Contact Brother John Rupkey, Father Joseph Pitts, or Bob Otto at 
452-4430, ext. 236, or ext. 340, or drop a note to P.O. Box 1498. Thank 
you. 
